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Elevate the style of your post base connectors and add design flair 
by enclosing them in the new Outdoor Accents decorative post 
wrap that fits around most nominal 4x4 and 6x6 post bases.

The APBDW decorative post base wrap was developed for the 
MPBZ moment post base, but also accommodates other post 
bases, including the CBSQ, ABUZ, ABWZ and ABAZ (only with 
screw and nail application; will not work over bolts). It can also be 
used without a post base and wrapped around a post.

Fabricated in black composite, the APBDW features the arched 
profile of the Outdoor Accents Mission Collection® style. The four-
piece cover easily screws together outside the post base (screws 
included). No need to drill into the post.

Product Information
Model No. Post Size H W Installs With Coating 

Material
Packaging 
Quantity

APBDW44  4x4 10 11/16" 4 3/4" (12) black screws 
(included)

Composite 
Plastic (1) 4-sided set

APBDW66  6x6 11 7/16" 6 7/8" (12) black screws 
(included)

Composite 
Plastic (1) 4-sided set

Compatible Post Bases

With Outdoor Accents decorative hardware, you can now bring 
both design elegance and structural strength to your outdoor  
living areas. For more information about the full product line,  
visit strongtie.com/outdooraccents.

The APBDW44 installed around the MPBZ moment post base.

Installed APBDW66 decorative post wrap.
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New

Wrap Post Bases in Style 
Bring the beauty of Outdoor Accents® to any project


